material forces of social strife; its embeddedness within progressive and radical political movements; and its innovations in the politics of aesthetics.
2 These considerations arise in monographs such as Timothy Yu' 3 If "experimental writing" once nominated a tradition of innovative writing by European, white, male, and heteronormative authors, then the new criticism of experimental writing finds promise in the excavation of hidden, degraded, and ignored experimentalisms developed among marginalized writers and communities.
Yet the return to experimental writing is not solely a project of recovery; its conceptual ambit is much broader, as intimated by the title of this special issue. The phrase, "lively words," is drawn from Gertrude Stein's Lectures in America (1935) , in which Stein famously invokes the concept of "liveliness" to describe an experimental poetics of language that does not operate primarily through meaning-through denotation or connotation-but through the affective forces of language itself. Indeed, for Stein, language is quite literally alive, if not exactly human: it is autopoietic and signifies without necessarily expressing an authorial subject. 4 Words have a materiality and force all their own-a liveliness that experimental writing makes uniquely perceptible by undoing our unconscious readerly habits. Undoubtedly, Stein's experimental writing inaugurates an important genealogy of modernist, queer, and feminist literature to which many of the authors and texts in this volume owe a debt. Yet it is her more expansive conception of experimental writing-as revealing the entanglements of language and matter, of words and the world-that anticipates contemporary interest in experimental writing. This entanglement underlies the conjunction of "politics and poetics" that this special issue seeks to understand with fresh eyes. To be sure, the essays collected here do not advocate for a single, overarching conception of the politics and poetics of experimental writing. Rather, each is invested in experimental writing because the texts themselves are actively rethinking the chiasmus of politics and poetics through their formal experimentations. The new criticism on experimental writing thus promises to discover an array of new practices for reading the politics of literature, and its search is guided by the specific poetic forms and interpretative protocols that experimental writers innovate.
If literary studies again finds itself debating the work that form can do, experimental writing gets there first.
5 Whereas formalism and historicism have often been opposed by literary scholars, this has not been the case for experimental writers, particularly for queer, women, non-white, and other marginalized writers that have always understood their aesthetic work as vitally entwined with and responsive to the social world. For this reason, an ethos of comparative cultural studies inspires "Lively Words." While by no means exhaustive, these essays marshal an incredibly wide range of authors, styles, regions, and mediums to reflect on the aesthetic politics of contemporary experimental writing. They move from the Global North to the Global South, from surrealism and postmodernism to ecopoetics and decolonial aesthetics, from the textual and visual to the sonic and the digital. These movements testify to the diversity of experimental writing in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, but they also demonstrate the need for methods of reading experimental writing that are attuned to its intersectionality and historicity. Indeed, each essay traces the cultural and historical situations in which writers turn to experimental writing as a resource for thought. Such tracing is easy to take for granted, yet as noted above, experimental writing's refusal of linguistic reference has sometimes been understood as a concomitant refusal of social relevance. 6 These essays work against this assumption by narrating the contextual urgencies that compel literary experimentation, which are invariably bound up with broader political questions around race, class, gender, sexuality, ecology, technology, and the human.
The emphasis on historicism, however, does not forsake the singularity of form-quite the contrary. The provocations of experimental form become more palpable and legible when they are seen as active contestations of their discursive situation. Thus, each essay discovers what we might call, following Caroline Levine, the affordances of experimental writing-the "potential uses or actions latent" within a specific combination of forms (2015, 6) . Like all literature, experimental writing is never composed of just one form; it is shaped by the mixture, overlay, and collision of multiple forms, each with their own affordances. Insofar as experimental literature "unrepresses" the ontological operations of literature, as the editors of the Routledge Companion argue, then it also makes perceptible the frenzy of form, thereby disrupting entrenched assumptions about literature while simultaneously generating new possibilities for reading and writing (1, emphasis original). What happens to narrative, for example, when Shelley Jackson carves her words into the Brooklyn snow and publishes them iteratively on Instagram? In what sense can a poem be composed of a single word buried in an underground installation that washes away in the rain, as in the case of Ferreira Gullar's "Buried Poem"? What modes of reading emerge when Eduardo Kac's "text" is a new genetic sequence "written" with cutting-edge biotechnology? Is any of this writing, let alone literature?
Such questions are engendered by the affordances that a work of experimental writing harnesses in a particular context. Hence, in his study of black experimental writing, Anthony Reed calls for a "situated formalism" to grasp "what literature does as literature and what it does within the domain of the literary to affect the world" (2014, 8, 209 , emphasis original). Reed sees in experimentalism a way to appraise the singularity of literature, specifically how literature intervenes within the broader social world. Exemplary of the new criticism on experimental writing, Reed looks to the "sensual qualities of language" as a key modality of literary agency (210). Indeed, affect is an important transversal between the poetics and the politics of experimental writing. All of the essays in this collection lay particular stress on the haptic, experiential, and phenomenological affordances of experimental writing.
7 Over the course of this volume, "lively words" thus accretes a distinctly affective connotation, appearing in moments where experimental writing engenders shifts in perception, sensation, and emotion. In this regard, these essays take up Levine's call to think of form as an encounter, to attend to "the ways that different [formal] arrangements can collide to strange effect, with minor forms sometimes disrupting or rerouting major ones" (2015, 18) . As Levine intimates, the "strange effect[s]" of aesthetic experimentation do not only disrupt, negate, or subvert putatively hegemonic forms, such as "realism" or "catharsis." As Ellen Berry notes in her study of feminist experimental writing, these texts make "extreme demands on readers not only by denying us the familiar pleasures offered by realist texts and absorptive reading practices but also by frequently asking that we invent new reading protocols capable of meeting their demands" (2016, 5) . In other words, experimental writing engenders new relations of reading through its formal and affective provocations. Hence, Reed insists that "The political value of black experimental writing, therefore, does not lie in its advocacy or its themes but its commitment to the 'aesthetic break' where consensus slips away and new thinking breaks through" (22) . Similarly, Alex Houen calls his genealogy of post-sixties US experimental writing "potentialism" because the term "designates a literary or performance practice that presents experiments with form and content designed to exert an affective force to alter particular effects of social power on individuals' capacities for thinking and feeling" (2012, 241) . Across these distinct projects, the politics of experimental writing emerges through a poetics of affect that harbors untapped social possibilities.
Affect has a privileged place in the new criticism on experimental writing partly because of the influence of Fredric Jameson's widely debated claim that postmodern art is marked by a "waning of affect" (1991, 10) . The flattened affect of postmodernism is one symptom, Jameson argues, of late capitalism's ultimate incorporation of the modernist avant-garde into its consumer logic. 8 As we have seen, scholars of experimental writing contest Jameson's assessment of the politics of affect in contemporary culture, but they also complicate his claim that postmodernism marks the death of experimentation in general and its critical oppositionality in particular. To do so, scholars seek out what Berry aptly calls "neglected tributar[ies]" of experimental writing, which do not conform to canonical accounts of the avant-garde, modernism, or postmodernism (2016, 1). "Experimental writing" thus holds promise as an aesthetic category because of its deftness-its adaptability and flexibility in the hands of scholars who hope to chart literary genealogies that do not conform to existing maps based on period, nation, or style. Note, for example, the opening sentence of Nathaniel Mackey's pathbreaking study of black experimental writing, where he offers the caveat that his book "address [es] work by a number of authors not normally grouped under a common rubric" (1993, 1) . His rubric morphs to discover geographical and aesthetic intimacies overlooked in previous studies of African American and American Literature. Rather than founding his account of experimentalism on a common style or form, Mackey foregrounds the "impact of marginalized context" on the "play between content and form . . . the weight borne and the wobble introduced by positions peripheral to a contested center" (1). In a parallel vein, Laura Hinton and Cynthia Houge praise women's experimental writing for its "feminist proclivity" to "astonish by presenting what previously remained not only unseen but unlooked for in mainstream culture. In their verbal innovations, these writers investigate racial-sexual differences in material society that dominant constructs cover up, creating women's texts that proffer ways of seeing the unseen, looking at the unlooked at" (2002, 5, emphasis original) . 9 Experimental writing "unrepresses" but in a distinctly politicized manner, uncovering tributaries of radical aesthetics that promise to remap some of the most entrenched narratives about the politics of literature in contemporary culture.
By turning to experimental writing for social imagination-to discover progressive, radical, and even utopian impulses in its poetic affordances-recent scholarship flows in part from the tributary of feminist literary criticism, which, in an earlier moment, also turned to experimental writing to discover a radical politics. The title of this special issue pays tribute to this oft-forgotten tradition, recalling Marianne DeKoven's important theorization of Stein's "lively words" as a progenitor of écriture féminine, a distinctly feminine style of writing.
10 Drawing on French feminism, particularly the work of Julia Kristeva, DeKoven reads Stein's lively words as affording a feminist politics of language that works "anti-patriarchally: as presymbolic jouissance and as irreducibly multiple, fragmented, open-ended articulation of lexical meaning. Its primary modes are dissonance, surprise, play. It mocks the dominating earnestness which would master it, tame it, contain it within a unifying design" (1983, (76) (77) . As words become lively, unfettered from the symbolic order, their sensuousness and materiality emerges "at the level of the signifier, through sound and rhythm" (68). The shift to reading words as sonic, visual, and material objects-more like music and painting than narrative-prefigures the contemporary interest in experimental writing as multi-modal, an interest that is evident in nearly all of the contributions in this collection. Likewise, the shift from sense to sensuality anticipates the focus on affect as a key political affordance of experimental poetics. The influence of feminist literary criticism on the canon of experimental writing cannot be understated, contributing as it did to the centering of previously ignored women writers such as Stein, Virginia Woolf, Djuna Barnes, H.D., Marianne Moore, Jean Rhys, and Toni Morrison, among countless others. This "first wave" of feminist experimental criticism can be glimpsed in the work of scholars such as Nancy K. Miller Fiction (1989) , aptly captures the reason that experimental writing by women held such acute promise for feminist literary criticismnamely, that it promised to break the paradigm of patriarchal lineage that defined the literary canon, particularly with respect to the assumption that the avant-garde is fundamentally male. At the same time, "breaking the sequence" cleaved space for a poetics, aesthetics, and theory of women's writing that would no longer rely on sexist ideologies that cloak themselves in the rhetoric of "good reading" or "great literature." The concept of écriture féminine that undergirded much of this criticism was rightly critiqued and generally abandoned by scholars of feminist and experimental literature alike. I want to briefly retrace the key critiques, however, because they cast an influential shadow on contemporary approaches to experimental writing. Many scholars critiqued écriture féminine and French feminism more broadly for relying on an essentialist definition of "Woman": it ignored the intersectional differences of race, class, ethnicity, and sexuality (among others) between women; it overlooked the historical differences of women over time; and it falsely assumed an "essentialist" or biological relationship between language, style, and gender.
12 With respect to its centering of experimental writing as the locus of feminist literary politics, Rita Felski argued that such privileging greatly "overestimat [es] . . . the revolutionary potential of experimental form, which leaves unclear the nature of the relationship between the subversion of literary discourse and liberating transformation, whether on an individual or a social level" (1989, 39) . The overemphasis on the work of style not only ignores, as noted above, the "contextual and intertextual dimension of recent women's writing," it also privileges an aesthetic that is "accessible only to a few" (38, 44). As such, Felski warned, this paradigm may belie an elitism that contravenes its simultaneous calls for radical egalitarianism. This last point is particularly important, as it recalls a longstanding tension between popular and high culture, and between realist and anti-realist aesthetics, that cut across debates about modernism, postmodernism, and the avant-garde. 13 Given that much of the new criticism on experimental writing is inspired by the methods of cultural studies, scholars tend to complicate or reject stark oppositions between mass culture and high culture and between realism and experimentalism.
14 Moreover, they refuse essentializing narratives about experimentalism's relationships to femininity and feminism. It is therefore true, as DeKoven reflects in a later essay on the legacies of feminist criticism on experimental writing, that "The current moment of academic feminism, as well as of literary writing by women, has run as far away as it can from the experimentalism of French feminism's heyday" (2006, 1693) . At the same time, DeKoven is right that "the experiment continues" (1695) insofar as we understand the impulse of experimentalism more broadly as "an effort to address the separation of aesthetics from politics in the modern division of intellectual labor and in the institutional structure of academia" (1694). 15 While écriture féminine has given way to other concepts and methodologies, then, the impulse that drove feminist criticism-to discover new relationships between politics and poetics-lives on in the contemporary return to experimental writing.
Representation remains an important site of contestation for scholars seeking a new politics of aesthetics in experimental writing, particularly by writers of color. In previous decades, poststructuralism and postmodernism positioned themselves against "representation" to contest the notion that language expresses a self and that it accurately reflects, rather than actively constructs, the world.
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Scholarship on experimental writing is undoubtedly indebted to this general critique. However, its more specific target is the cultural assimilation of so-called "minority" writing to a logic of self-expression and a concomitant aesthetic of social realism-put simply, the expectation that these texts will primarily "represent" the experience of social marginality and oppression. 17 In such a framework, literature is positioned as testimony, and nothing more. It is read, as Phillip Brian Harper traces in his study of African American abstractionist aesthetics, with an "empiricist demand that racialized representations perceptibly mirror real-world phenomena, however favorable-or not-any particular portrayal may seem" (2015, 2). Reed calls this empiricist logic "racialized reading" and stresses that it "largely suppresses or minimizes potentially radical forms of black politics" (7). Indeed, Harper and Reed both affirm black experimentalisms for redefining and expanding the viable forms of black politics beyond the politics of representation, expression, and respectability.
18 Likewise, the scholars in our critical forum on "The Sonic Politics of Black Experimentalism" draw inspiration from Carter Mathes's Imagine the Sound: Experimental African American Literature after Civil Rights (2015) , which similarly discovers radical histories and modes of belonging within the sonic affordances of black experimentation in literature, music, and theory. In a parallel vein, the essays in this issue by Aristides Dimitriou, Rebecca Kosick, and Filippo Menozzi reveal how experimental writing can inspire anti-imperial, decolonial, and post-colonial aesthetic politics, at once challenging and moving beyond the paradigm of identity politics. These varied traditions may not name one another and may, at times, find themselves in conflict. The comparative impulse of "Lively Words" thus affords an opportunity to think within and across the intersecting contexts that compel writers of color to turn to experimental writing in the hopes of contesting the racial and representational paradigms of white supremacy.
By refusing a politics of representation-in which words mirror world-critics of experimental writing alternately embrace a politics of liveliness-in which words bring new worlds into being. As José Esteban Muñoz argues in his influential work on queer experimental performance, "We may never touch queerness, but we can feel it as the warm illumination of a horizon imbued with potentiality" (2009, 1) . In this sense, experimental writing can afford queer glimpses of a "then and there" beyond the catastrophic "prison house" of the "here and now." It does so by contesting the structures of the present that atrophy our ability to imagine the promise of the future itself, to imagine a future that is otherwise. While scholars and experimental writers undoubtedly assume some social potential in experimental form, then, they are simultaneously wary of overstating, as Felski warned, the "revolutionary potential of experimental form." Thus, the essays and archives in "Lively Words" collectively work to confront, question, theorize, explore, and chart the potential horizons afforded by experimental writing. Before turning to each essay's mapping of these horizons, I want to briefly trace four common affordances that emerge across the issue as a whole. These affordances will help us to understand why experimental writing holds promise for so many differing writers, contexts, projects, and styles.
COMPOSITIONAL HYBRIDITY
Experimental writing is compositionally hybrid in one obvious sense-it is literally composed from multiple modes, genres, mediums, and materials. As Katherine Leveling and Filippo Menozzi contend in their essays, the images that appear in experimental writing-by US-based African American lyricist Claudia Rankine and the Pakistani-British poet Imtiaz Dharker, respectively-are not merely illustrative. These images exist in dynamic relation with the "text" and cannot be separated from the work as a whole. The combination of different compositional means thus expands the idioms through which "writing" might be said to take place. It also, as a consequence, loosens and expands the boundaries that delimit the core terms of literary studies, particularly "reading." Reading becomes redefined in relation to non-textual modes of expression and non-lexical modes of articulation. The stability, centrality, and value of literature also begins to tremble in the hands of experimental writers-not necessarily to discard the literary altogether but to confront our unconscious and culturally repressed assumptions about what literature must do. This is why it is important to understand compositional hybridity as much more than the use of multiple forms and materials; it also encompasses the conceptual exploration of how literature, as a domain of art and a social institution of knowledge, is ontologically related to, imbricated with, or distinct from other modes of composition, such as music or photography. 19 Hence, many of the contributors look to the intersections of form as moments where writers reflect on the singular possibilities (or limitations) of writing. Of course, the hybridization of styles is a key style and symptom of postmodern culture, which flattens distinct aesthetic histories into a free-floating archive of signs to be recirculated at will. 20 Yet all the essays in "Lively Words," particularly those by Rebecca Kosick, Filippo Menozzi, and Flore Chevaillier, read compositional hybridity less as a symptom and more as a strategy-a means by which particular artists hope to intervene within dominant aesthetic, social, and discursive regimes. This approach does not preclude the reading of stylistic hybridity as a symptom, but it does allow us to become curious about specific compositions of form and their critical purchase and resistant possibility.
SCALAR CONFUSION
Contemporary experimental writers and their critics find themselves in a cultural situation that is uncertain about the social value of experimental writing and literature more broadly. Thus, they frequently worry over Felski's question regarding "the relationship between the subversion of literary discourse and liberating transformation, whether on an individual or a social level" (39). As Leveling's essay on Rankine suggests, experimental writers confront a world profoundly confused about the basic demarcations between individuals and the social world. This is one reason why confusions of scale appear across "Lively Words." On the one hand, this confusion arises in meditations on the spatial relations between local and global, micro and macro, and the Global North and the Global South. In what frames, scholars wonder, might we reappraise experimental writing? At what scales might a text matter or effect some social change? As intimated by the etymology of con-fusion, the mingling together of divergent scales can be conceptually rich. Take, for example, the radical experimentation with temporal and geographic scales in Shelley Jackson's Skin: A Mortal Work of Art (2003-present) , in which a single story is tattooed on the bodies of 2,095 volunteers whom Jackson renames as "words." "As words die," Jackson explains, "the story will change; when the last word dies the story will also have died. The author will make every effort to attend the funerals of her words" (2018). Here Jackson literalizes the "death of the author" and relies, as Paul Benzon argues in his essay, on the invisible, nearly sublime, infrastructure of digital culture to produce this narrative. A provocative confusion emerges in Jackson's dislodging of the scales for writing and reading that literary studies conventionally assumes. Indeed, as we see in Ada Smailbegović's essay on Stein, experimental writing might even confuse the scales at which we can distinguish the language of humans and animals.
AFFECTIVE RELATIONALITY
By transforming word into flesh and flesh into narrative, Jackson's project makes evident one vector of affective relationality that cuts across "Lively Words." More broadly, this volume testifies to the multiple ways that experimental writing imagines itself as working on and through the bodies of its readers-stimulating and reorganizing our senses. Note, for example, the attunement to relational aesthetics in Flore Chevaillier's essay on the post-human experimental writing of Eduardo Kac, Michael Martone, and Steve Tomasula as well as in the considerations of the sonic relationalities of John Coltrane, Michael Jackson, and Toni Cade Bambara that appear in our critical forum. 21 Across these very different case studies, scholars stress an irreducible affective relationality to experimental aesthetics. One core aspect of "liveliness," then, is the way in which an experimental text reveals, composes, or harnesses feeling to further a social goal. Jacques Rancière's theory of "the distribution of the sensible," or the social construction of perception and feeling, is an important theoretical touchstone for scholars who explore the affective relations of experimental writing (2013). The affective provocations of experimental writing can disorient our sensorium, exposing its imbrication with dominant ideologies and stratifications of power. At the same time, this disorientation affords a scene for the realignment of affect and, with it, the emergence of a new social-sensorial order. This is why the writers in this volume discover incipiently social possibilities in the close attention to experimental writing's affective relations and vibrations. 22 
OPPOSITIONAL TEMPORALITIES
As noted above, the compositional hybridity of experimental writing enables new scales of temporal engagement. Yet the essays in "Lively Words" suggest that experimental writing does more than contest the dominant temporalities of literature. It also configures alternative historical and political temporalities, often in contexts where a radical future seems least likely to emerge. As Aristides Dimitriou's essay argues, this is the case for Alejo Carpentier, whose experimental writing anticipates a revolutionary counter-modernity despite the seemingly eternal return of colonial empire. Likewise, as our critical forum suggests, African American experimentalism confronts the failed promises of the Civil Rights Movement and preserves its hopes in the face of crushing retrenchments of white supremacy and the racial state. The oppositional temporalities that experimental writing configures are not necessarily utopian. 23 Yet they stake themselves against histories and narratives that naturalize the present as an inevitability. 24 As many scholars of experimentalism recount, the language of "experiment" suggests a logic of epistemic potentiality. Experiments are, by definition, open-ended and uncertain of their results. To be sure, as Natalia Cecire aptly points out, the language of "experiment" is shaped by histories and discourses of colonialism and Western modernity (2015) . Nonetheless, the contributors of this volume see experiment as holding out promise for a future to come that opposes the very histories that brought it into being.
Appropriately, all of these affordances are crystallized in the cover image for "Lively Words," which was created by the filmmaker and artist John Lucas for Claudia Rankine's Don 't Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric (2004) . This compositionally hybrid image emerges at the crux of our first essay, Katherine Leveling's "Claudia Rankine's Don't Let Me Be Lonely, Infographic Maps, and Subject-System Identity in Contemporary Political Thought." This image condenses Rankine's confrontation with what Leveling calls the emergence of a "subject-system identity," in which we experience individual subjectivity as "scalarly equivalent" with broader social systems. While Rankine's Citizen: An American Lyric (2014) has received more critical acclaim and attention, Leveling argues that Don't Let Me Be Lonely is its aesthetic precursor, developing a formal logic for the subject-system identity that Rankine will later draw on to critique systemic racism in Citizen. Indeed, the apparently unsystematized collage form of Don't Let Me Be Lonely makes palpable, in Leveling's view, the subject's gut-level confusion about "where individual subjectivity ends and the system begins. . . . It becomes harder and harder to separate the subject from the system, to say when you aren't always already part of the social whole itself" (37). Generated in part by the intensifications of global capital, this confusion has given rise to a range of new genres that attempt to map the subject's place in the social world. Of particular interest to Leveling is the genre of the "infographic map" which visualizes aggregates of data and clearly inspires the image of the United States condensed inside the non-descript body. Drawing on and simultaneously reimagining infographic idioms, Rankine develops an expansive, pluralized, and politicized lyric subject that articulates the fundamentally systematic nature of social violence. In this respect, Rankine disproves the racist assumptions that experimental writing by women of color is aformal and incapable of speaking beyond individualized expressions of personal pain. Indeed, as Leveling contends, experimental writing by women of color may be best poised to formalize the underlying systemic operations of social oppression.
Building on the problem of scalar confusion, Paul Benzon turns to the sublimity of digital culture in the age of the Anthropocene in "Weather Permitting: Shelley Jackson's Snow and the Ecopoetics of the Digital." In Snow, Jackson meticulously carves into the Brooklyn snow the words of a monologue spoken by a girl that cries snowflakes, and Jackson publishes pictures of these words iteratively on Instagram. A foundational figure in electronic literature, Jackson speaks to what Benzon calls the "multiple interstitiality" of digitally mediated experimental writing-it is "not-text, not-image, not-networked, not-digital, not-literature, and not-narrative, at the same time that it also is all of those things" (77). For Benzon, this compositional hybridity marks an opportunity to better understand the political work of experimental form in electronic literature. To do so, he draws on Levine's conception of affordances to interpret Jackson's use of snow and Instagram alike. Through the intersection of these forms, Jackson slows and stretches "the always-on temporality of the [social media] feed toward a kind of extreme seriality, resituating it within the longue durée of geologic time" (78). In doing so, Jackson confronts the paradox by which her writing "diminishes the very material the project seeks to document and preserve" (86). Indeed, as Benzon provocatively traces, the invisible infrastructure of digital culture produces heat that contributes to global warming. Even the seemingly infinitesimal and non-material act of sending an email engenders a measureable and material impact on our ecosystem. While Jackson's experimental writing does not offer a balm for climate change, her project reveals our apparent inextricability from the intersecting forces of digital culture, global capital, and environmental devastation. Ultimately, Benzon argues that Jackon's eco-electronic project intimates a more expansive definition of "experimental writing," one that conceives of writing beyond the scales of the textual and the human alike. The liveliness of experimental writing, he proposes, must also include the "ahuman" vibrancy of an ecosystem that inscribes itself on the world and on humanity, with a material impact that we are only beginning to understand.
In "Different Substance, Different Form: Alejo Carpentier's Hemispheric American Modernism," Aristides Dimitriou also attends to the temporal relations of experimental writing, discovering an "untimely temporality" in the experimental novels of the Cuban modernist Alejo Carpentier. (1953) , Dimitriou traces Carpentier's experimentation with narrative structure, particularly how his texts shape emplotment, duration, and order to give formal expression to the "process of historical recurrence: a temporality that finds no form of progress which is not also bound to the vicissitudes of regress" (107, emphasis original). This recurrent temporality arises in response to what Édouard Glissant calls the "present impasse," the seemingly endless reconstitution of colonial power. As Dimitriou traces, Carpentier's experimental writing is profoundly shaped by the resurrection of imperialism in the form of American Empire, which his narratives confront through complex historical engagements with the Haitian Revolution. For Carpentier, experimental writing affords an opportunity to understand history as a politics of narrative form. Hence, his aesthetic of the "marvelous real" configures an untimely temporality in which the neglected past provides resources for a new future to emerge; it does so through the "collision of disparate geographies and histories [which] renders the past present" (113). As Di mitriou demonstrates, the marvelous real anticipates magical realism and complexly engages with a range of aesthetic traditions, including surrealism, Cuban Negrismo, and Latin American mundonovismo, as well as the philosophy of history. Yet Dimitriou argues that the broader significance of Carpentier's experimental writing lies in the prospect of redrawing the coordinates of modernism through the Global South. The "marvelous real" encourages us to think the struggle of modernity hemispherically and to thereby locate an experimental "peripheral modernism" that could rupture imperialism's interlocking narrative and temporal forms.
Rebecca Kosick takes up the call to contest Eurocentric mappings of the modernist avant-garde in her essay, "Decolonial Developments: Participatory Politics and Experimental Poetics in Ferreira Gullar 's Writing 1957 's Writing -1975 ." To do so, she turns to the concrete and neoconcrete poetics of the Brazillian poet Ferreira Gullar. Scholarly narratives about Gullar typically oppose his early experimental writing with his later "committed" Marxist poetics, which are articulated most explicitly in his essay "Avant-Garde and Underdevelopment." Rejecting the opposition between formal experimentation and social engagement, Kosick argues that Gullar's early and late poetics connect through a shared "decolonial arc." Kosick traces this arc through Gullar's lasting commitment to participatory poetics, which configure reading as "a sensory experience prioritizing sight, sound, and touch in ways beyond the incidental" (134). As Kosick demonstrates, Gullar's concrete and neoconcrete poetry provoke readerly participation through their sensory engagements with space and materiality. For example, in his neoconcrete experiment, "Buried Poem," the "reader" enters a private home, goes underground, opens a door, and uncovers a single word, "rejuvenate," which is hidden beneath a stack of increasingly smaller cubes. While Gullar ultimately rejects this type of avant-garde experiment, Kosick argues that it establishes a conceptual framework that persists in his later work. Gullar continues to prize artwork that embraces the local specificity of everyday life in Brazil, rejecting paradigms for art that abstract the work of Brazillian poetry from its material context or that measure it against a European aesthetic standard. Drawing on Walter Mignolo and Rolando Vazquez's notion of "decolonial aestheSis," Kosick stresses that Gullar's experimental writing disrupts the sensorium of colonialism, making available modes of bodily perception and social relation that counter those naturalized by Western modernity. By doing so, Gullar's poetics reveal how a decolonial politics of experimental writing emerges through its phenomenological reorientations of reading.
Whereas Dimitriou and Kosick redraw the map of experimental writing to foreground overlooked traditions in the Global South, Filippo Menozzi asks how postcolonial subjects in the Global North use form to grapple with the antinomies of contemporary globalization. His essay, "Fingerprinting: Imtiaz Dharker and the Antinomies of Migrant Subjectivity," turns to the Pakistan-born British poet Imtiaz Dharker, particularly her recent collections Leaving Fingerprints (2009) and Over the Moon (2014). Tracing the figure of the fingerprint across her poems, Menozzi argues that Dharker responds to the digital surveillance of migrants in Europe. Caught in a regime of "biometric reading," migrants are technologically registered and tracked through their fingerprints. Yet, as Menozzi argues, this "inclusion" paradoxically requires their exclusion from full political membership in the state. As Menozzi shows, Dharker uses experimental form to unravel biometric reading, revealing the fingerprint to be "an empty signifier unable to convey memory or life. It becomes, from this point of view, a thick and viscous poetic texture blurring the transparency of meaning and interpretation" (154). Thus, Dharker's poems, as well as her accompanying illustrations, "dis-figure" the technologies of biometric identification. While they do not mimetically or thematically represent postcolonial subjectivity, their formal experimentation expresses what Menozzi conceives as the elusive and uncaptured vitality of postcolonial subjects. For Menozzi, then, Dharker's work exemplifies a way of understanding postcolonial experimental writing outside a neoliberal paradigm of multiculturalism and its attendant concepts of hybridity and diversity. Hence, Menozzi calls for a more strategic definition of postcolonial experimentalism, one less invested in identifying a "postcolonial" subject or style and more attuned to how texts disorient the mechanisms of ethnic identification themselves.
For some experimental writers, the innovations of technoculture do not so much constrain but disperse identity, affording new opportunities for literary expression. In "Experiment with Textual Materiality: Page, Author, and Medium in the Works of Steve Tomasula, Michael Martone, and Eduardo Kac," Flore Chevaillier examines these affordances as they appear in a number of works by US experimental writers. Chevaillier draws on extensive one-onone interviews that she conducted with these authors, providing a glimpse into how contemporary experimental writers conceive of their work. Contextualizing these writers alongside more canonical postmodernists, Chevaillier argues that Martone, Kac, and Tomasula exemplify a strain of contemporary experimentation primarily invested in creative becomings. While these writers undoubtedly subvert the norms of literary history, they also see experimental writing as a means to bring new modes of literature, reading, and textuality into being. Describing their writing as "research" in which the endpoint is often unclear, Chevaillier argues that these writers seek to reorient interpretative relations through the materiality of their texts. Tomasula, for example, manipulates the graphic design of the traditional book in VAS: An Opera in Flatland (2004) , The Book of Portraiture (2007) , and Once Human (2014), remaking reading into a multi-sensory and haptic engagement. Likewise, Martone's Michael Martone (2005) and Four for a Quarter (2011) blur the lines between truth and fiction to such a degree that the reader essentially becomes the "author" of the text. Perhaps most radically, Kac's "transgenic" and biopoetic texts utilize biotechnologies to "write" poetry with unconventional materials such as red blood cells, gene sequences, and plant leaves. Chevaillier argues, "The seamless articulation of machine and human [in these posthuman experiments] implies that there is no demarcation between the technological and the bodily, as art emerges from a fusion of body and machine" (192) . Thus, new modes of composition enable contemporary experimental writing to escape traditional humanist epistemologies.
Our final essay also looks to experimental writing to think beyond the human, and to do so, it returns to the "lively words" of Gertrude Stein with which this introduction began. In "Of Poodles, Mockingbirds, and Beetles: Gertrude Stein's Zoopoetics," Ada Smailbegović contextualizes Stein's experimentalism within the discourses of evolutionary theory and natural history, which influence Stein's notion of identity as a becoming that accretes dynamically and relationally over time. Smailbegović's contextualization enables a fresh understanding of Stein's figuration of nonhuman subjects, particularly animals, crystallized in her famous declaration from The Geographical History of America: or, The Relation of Human Nature to the Human Mind, "I am I because my little dog knows me." Focusing on this text and The Making of Americans, Smailbegović argues for a "zoopoetic" reading of Stein's encounters with animals. In these encounters, Stein discovers that "nonhuman epistemologies [are] as constitutive of any epistemic relation involving humans and nonhumans, one that clearly must move in more than one direction through the geometry of any encounter" (220). Indeed, as Smailbegović shows, nonhuman epistemologies elude the stylistic impulses toward exhaustive taxonomic identification, which underlie Stein's experimental writing. Within Stein's texts, animals "ooze or slip out of the delimited set of possibilities that she has ascribed to them" (223). Thus, Smailbegović asserts that Stein does far more than simply invert the conventional anthropocentric human-animal binary. Rather, Stein rewrites the encounter between humans and animals as a reciprocal site of generative becoming and affective relationality. In doing so, Smailbegović contends, Stein points toward a new idiom for ecological and experimental writing in the age of the Anthropocene, which grasps "the layered and relational superimpositions of human and nonhuman histories as they change in time" (235).
In a powerful and deeply personal Commentary, "Goodbye to All That," the renowned feminist literary scholar and memoirist, Nancy K. Miller, reflects on what Rebecca Solnit calls the "great feminist experiment of remaking the world" through her own experiences of learning, writing, and teaching with feminist literature. Miller situates her narratives against the patriarchal academy's denigration of feminist criticism as being too invested in "the personal." The first person, Miller suggests, has been-and continues to be-a potent site of experimentation for women writers. Her essay deftly moves from Virginia Woolf and Adrienne Rich to Kate Millet and Laura Kipnis, among others, tracing the feminist possibilities that writing with the self affords. As she details, Miller's own writerly turn to memoir was a way "to banish the binaries-the literary vs. the autobiographical, the critical vs. the cultural" (246). It was also, as this essay demonstrates, a way of working through and with trauma, such as the traumatic humiliation by an advisor that galvanizes Miller's meditations on teaching. Reflecting on her narrative in the context of the contemporary #MeToo movement, Miller grapples with the enduring psychic damages wrought by sexism in the academy. Miller connects the questions of affect, embodiment, and storytelling to her more recent experiments with graphic narrative, which attempt to visualize the "chronic temporality" that defines her diagnosis of incurable cancer. In light of this diagnosis, Miller wonders, "What's representation without the famous narrative arc?" One answer, she suggests, may lie in finding patterns within experience and sharing those patterns with others. Indeed, in a moving conclusion that performatively instructs us in feminist pedagogy, Miller turns to her students' experiments in autobiography and autotheory-not only to underline the ongoing relevance and vitality of feminist experimental writing and art, but also to affirm its continuing beyond herself.
In a brief afterword, Mary Ann Caws argues for conceiving of "experiment" as expansively as possible. "It seems to me," she writes, "that the metapoetics of any writing, experimental or not, is what we want to concentrate upon-but wait an instant, is not all writing experimental, since it takes on everything and at once?" (254-55). Across her extensive oeuvre, Caws traces the metapoetics of experimental literature and visual art, particularly among the surrealists and other modernist avant-gardes. In books such as Surrealism and the Literary Imagination (1966) , The Art of Interference (1989) , and The Surrealist Look (1997), among many others, Caws attends to the affective and erotic dynamics of the avant-garde, tracing how experimental aesthetics disrupt and reimagine conventional relations of reading and seeing. Looking back on this work while also looking ahead to the forthcoming publication of her The Milk Bowl of Feathers: Essential Surrealist Writings (2018), Caws questions any simple demarcation of "the experimental" as a genre or mode; instead, she affirms experimentalisms that cause our cherished distinctions-between avantgarde and mainstream, reading and writing, human and non-human, mind and text-to tremble and ultimately collapse.
Our critical forum, "The Sonic Politics of Black Experimentalism," returns to the core question that inspires this special issue-what promise does experimental writing hold for literary studies now? To answer this question, the contributors take as their point of departure Carter Mathes's monograph, Imagine the Sound: Experimental African American Literature after Civil Rights (2015). For Mathes, experimentalism is not so much a specific aesthetic style than a complex set of social practices, richly embedded within historical and political scenes of articulation. As such, his book brings together cultural studies and sound studies to rediscover the oppositional promise that emerges across African American literary and musical experiments with sound. Imagine the Sound hears this promise in the work of John Coltrane, Amiri Baraka, Henry Dumas, Larry Neal, James Baldwin, Toni Cade Bambara, Gayl Jones, and Gloria Naylor. These figures bridge black radical politics and cultural experimentation in ways that do not conform to the conventional scholarly accounts of the Black Arts Movement in particular and postwar African American literature in general. Rediscovering the "indeterminacy of this historical moment," Mathes complicates the centering of the "negative excesses of black cultural nationalism" at the core of the Black Arts Movement (19). At the same time, Mathes rejects "black postmodernism" as an insufficiently precise rubric for attending to the specificity of black experimentalism after the Civil Rights Movement (6). Exemplary of the new criticism on experimental writing, then, Imagine the Sound turns to experimentalism to unsettle conventional literary and aesthetic histories. In their place, Mathes urges readers to listen carefully to the practices of sonic experimentation harbored within literature, which afford new articulations of black radicalism. In listening for a sonic politics within black literature and culture, Imagine the Sound builds on and contributes to a wide-ranging field of scholarship, with important contributions by Fred Moten, Brent Hayes Edwards, Shana Redmond, Edwin Hill, Robin D.G. Kelley, Meta Jones, Alexandra Vazquez, Alexander Wehiliye, and Nicole Brittingham Furlonge. Like Mathes, these scholars call for new attention to the critical potentialities of sound-in all of its richness, multi-modality, and multiplicity-within and across black cultural production.
Why does sound hold the promise of "resistant aurality" in African American experimental literature in particular? Imagine the Sound argues that the dominant logic of white supremacy operates through a narrative of visuality, which attempts to naturalize race as primarily a visual marker of identity. Sound slips through the cracks of this narrative. As Mathes contends, the sonic affords "deinstitutionalizing properties" and "nonlinear openings through which black writers can refine the role of the radical imagination within the politics of narrative construction" (7). The sonic dimensions of postwar experimental African American literature thus engender "a form of resistance to the political silence imposed on black voices and a struggle against the presumption of realism in American historical documentation and memory construction" (10). Here Mathes furthers the critique of social realism and racialized reading discussed above by linking experimental aesthetics to the articulation of resistant and radical histories. Refusing to oppose experimentalism to vernacular culture and lived experience, Mathes argues that "literary sound gathers its power from its transformation of the quotidian and spectacular acoustics of black life into narrative struggle and resistance against restrictive forms of racial definition and subjection." Drawing on W.E.B. Du Bois's sonic theories, which emerge in his discussion of the "Sorrow Songs" in The Souls of Black Folk, Mathes argues that literary sound contains "counter-narrative forces that emerge as markers of historical experience distinguished by their capacity to both subtly and overtly project critically layered indictments of white supremacy" (16). These counter-narratives are particularly important for breaking open the hegemonic racial state produced in the aftermath of the Civil Rights-era, which obstructs the flourishing of black radicalism beyond restricted understandings of freedom and racial redress (193) . Literary experimentations with sound thus have the capacity to elude, undo, and counter dominant narratives of historical progress that figure themselves as linear movements toward a putatively "post-racial" present.
As our contributors note, this flourishing is desperately needed as the retrenchments of white supremacy and racialized state violence grow unabated. "When will it end? " Mathes asks (2015, 193) . Indeed, he wonders if there will ever be a moment when "we can mark the end of post-Civil Rights unfreedom that has persisted as an underside to the progress represented by the movement as many African Americans continue to fall outside the vision of social transformation projected by the nation?" Although published during the Obama-years, the contributors all note the timeliness of Imagine the Sound, particularly its meditation on the uncanny return of the violence of the Civil Rights Era and the shadow cast by its "vicissitudes, pitfalls, and complexities." Thus, Mathes's sonic historiography challenges us to think the present differently, listening for the ways it echoes, rhymes, and reprises other historical moments; and it presents an opportunity to reflect on the ongoing promises of black experimentalism within the contemporary moment-for scholars and artists alike. To this end, each contributor was asked to develop a dialogue with Imagine the Sound. Their goal was not simply to appraise Mathes's work on its own terms but also to listen to the resistant auralities that it articulates for scholars working beyond its stated terrain. Each contributor was invited to extend Imagine the Sound to new archives, rethinking its contributions to different critical lineages and placing its concepts within other scholarly fields of debate.
Through their engagements with black experimental writing and music, our contributors articulate exciting new directions for hip hop studies, time studies, new phenomenologies of reading, black feminism, queer of color critique, and black radical mysticism. A common theme that emerges across the forum is the centrality of the aesthetic as a field of potentiality for black sociality and resistancethe experimental, our contributors insist, cannot be extricated from its historical location within black cultures or its emergence against the interlocking violences of white supremacy, anti-blackness, patriarchy, heteronormativity, and capitalism. Nor can we understand the singularity of black experimental aesthetics if we fail to attend to their specific provocations of new modes of black relationality, sociality, solidarity, and collectivity. These provocations spill out through the temporal and aesthetic fissures that experimentation engenders. This critical forum thus reframes the notion of "lively words" with which this introduction began, underlining the radical potentialities that experimental aesthetics harbor for writers, artists, and communities of color.
This potentiality is succinctly and powerfully captured in Mecca Jamilah Sullivan's question "Where does blackness go to create its own freedom?" (260). Her essay, "'Let the Madness in the Music Get to You': Poetic Possibilities from the Black Sonic Underground (Or, 'Sound Carries')," answers this question by following Mathes, Ralph Ellison, and Audre Lorde into the "lower frequencies" of sonic disruption and resistance. Taking up Mathes's turn from the visual to the aural, Sullivan suggests that "we might stop looking for ourselves in the visual narratives of the American nation-state, and instead listen for the forms of black being we do not (and cannot) see" (262). Sullivan listens for these forms in the work of artists such as the Ying Yang Twins and Michael Jackson, whose "Off the Wall" inspires the title of her essay and names a space of insurgent possibility for black life. If "sonic experiment is black being" then Sullivan hears Jackson's screams and cackles as performative undoings of entrenched ideologies about black masculinity that simultaneously converge with queer of color critique and black feminist engagements with sound, which have thus far been under-addressed in the scholarship of black and sound studies alike.
James Edward Ford III furthers the engagement with music in "'The Unclean Break': Re-imagining the Sound of Hip-Hop," grappling with the implications of Mathes's work for the study of hip hop. Ford sees Mathes's work as resituating hip hop within the wider fields of black literary studies and black sound studies. For Ford, hip hop is "the art of the unclean break" par excellance (271), because it contends with the broken promises of the Civil Rights Movement and the uncanny return of that era's violence. These historical dissonances and resonances emerge through hip hop's formal experimentations, particularly the breakbeat that effects temporal ruptures that bridge sound and politics. Because of its skillful ruptures, Ford sees hip hop as an idiom for questioning "change across generations, musical forms, and sonic environments" (270). Of particular interest to Ford is Mathes's reading of John Edgar Wideman's Philadelphia Fire (1990) , which narrates the deadly 1985 police bombing of the MOVE organization in a residential neighborhood of Philadelphia. Connecting Wideman's soundscape to the lyrics of hip hop artists Common and Young Jeezy, Ford argues that hip hop opens a glimpse onto historically sedimented structures of feeling in the post-Civil Rights Era as well as radical potentialities for the future.
Sonya Posmentier moves us away from music to the atmospherics of aurality in Mathes's archive which do not immediately read in terms of sound, such as the wailing in Larry Neal's account of Malcolm X's assassination and the cry of a baby in James Baldwin's No Name in the Street (1972) . In "' After it happened there seemed to be a pause, then the fear was everywhere': on Carter Mathes's Sonic Genres of Resistance," Posmentier argues that "The book's boldest claim is not that sound has narrative properties, or that poetry or prose might have blues structures but that that sound might have otherwise unreadable transformative political effects." Indeed, in a question that provocatively reframes the emphasis on writing in this volume, Posmentier asks "why do we need literature to hear the sound?" She responds that "it is literature that needs sound" (277), and that the sonic emerges in the literary precisely as a site of political disruption and dissidence. At the same time, she argues that sound needs literature, too, because literature affords an opportunity to "imagine the sound" in its interpretative opacity and complexity. As Posmentier demonstrates, the meanings of sound in Imagine the Sound are often unclear, and, as such, they recuperate the incoherence of the Civil Rights Era and its aftermath. In a powerful conclusion, she stresses that sonic complexity is by no means solely the purview of either the avant-garde or the literary. Narrating the sounds of student protest in response to the murder of Eric Garner, Posmentier reveals how sonic experimentation slows temporality, making perceptible ongoing legacies of catastrophe that shape the present.
Building on the nexus of experimentalism and temporality, Julius B. Fleming, Jr. resituates Imagine the Sound within the broader context of Black Time Studies, in which time becomes legible as a "technology of power and resistance" (282). In "Sound, Aesthetics, and Black Time Studies," Fleming traces the threads of temporality across Imagine the Sound, particularly its recovery of temporal forms that counter Western modernity's linear logic of historical time. Henry Dumas's "sonic temporality," for example, experiments with echoes that "reveal an arresting interanimation of past, present, and future" (283) that counter teleological historicism and its corresponding demarcations of periodization and progression. The micro-phenomenological reorientations of time that Mathes tracesparticularly delay, disruption, and rapidity-thus open out onto alternative chartings of historical relationality. Building on Achille Mbembe's notion of the "time of entanglement," in which past, present, and future endure within and overlay one another, Fleming, Jr. argues for a concept of "black patience" to understand the entanglements that "congeal around the historical logic and practice of forcing black people to wait, whether in the dungeon of the slave castle or the hold of the slave ship, whether on the auction block or waiting for emancipation" (285). In Mathes's repeated invocation of the "inchoate," Fleming, Jr. hears a "temporal grammar of blackness" (287) which grasps this violently enforced sense of indeterminate duration that conditions black life and anti-blackness in modernity.
Tsitsi Jaji picks up on the phenomenological work of experimental literature and music in Imagine the Sound, arguing that Mathes's practice of "close listening" intimates a new mode of "close reading." In "Imagining Sound: On Carter Mathes's Experimental Reading Practice," Jaji examines the richly participatory and relational dimensions of African American experimentalism. In Mathes's hands, phenomenological reading becomes reimagined beyond the individual subject, revealing how the sensory and the social are irreducibly entwined. Thus, Mathes's work demonstrates how "a sound-oriented approach to black experimental art generates an alternative to the strict binary logics that make certain political readings of creative work appear to be at an impasse" (293). As Jaji observes, such a hermeneutic attends to the environmental scenes in which Coltrane's music is performed as well as its configuration of a "collective scene of a live performance." The audience, she writes, "becomes a complex player in the performance, both offering their bodies and minds as subject to the transformative power of music, and actively, critically interpreting that music in an auditory analog to the literary scholar's relation to a text" (292). Such participatory relationality redefines close reading and listening as communal projects. It also, as Jaji powerfully contends, speaks to the "vibrational" solidarities that emerge in the experimental impulses of black cultural production as a whole. Engaged with the vital relationalities of experimental performance, close reading becomes as experimental as its object of study, capable of seeing social potentialities where they seem least likely to exist.
Vibrational relationalities also arise in Ashon Crawley's lyrical "And," which draws inspiration from the microscopic becomings of particles at the subatomic level. For Crawley, Imagine the Sound provides an occasion to glimpse the analogous social potentialities for collective becoming that emerge through black experimentalism. In his words, experimentation has the capacity to "spill out from, to exceed, form. The writerly meets the sonic, outpours beyond itself as a kind of open operation against the enclosure of writing from the sonic or the sonic from the visual" (300). For Crawley, experimentation thus affords a refuge from enclosure, but this refuge is not a retreat into the private self of the liberal subject. Rather, it should be understood as "an inwardness that is not categorically distinct from but suffused with possibility of absolute outwardness" (299). This doubly inward-outward unfurling, which he calls "centrifugitivity," enables Crawley to reframe the Black Arts Movement as part of a broader Black Radical Mystical Tradition-a tradition that breaks from the interlocking epistemologies of white supremacy, capitalism, and patriarchy, which attempt to choke off radical potentialities of black subjectivity and sociality. Situated in this genealogy, Imagine the Sound reveals how "the practice of experimentation is also an entanglement for and the practice of justice, it is the way we can be and be together against the rational and reasoned condition of possessive individualism as a practice that might be achievable, as a mode of existence that is imagined desirous" (301-2). A chiasmus between black mysticism and sociality, Crawley concludes, black experimentation intimates ways of belonging that counter Western modernity, white supremacy, and their interlocking forms of subjectivity and collectivity.
Taken together, the vast range of voices, archives, and approaches in "Lively Words" testifies to the vitality of experimental writing as a site for contemporary scholarly inquiry. As the contributors suggest, experimentalism does not denote a consistent style or a bounded genre. Rather, its openness-perhaps even its illegibility-is one of experimental writing's conceptual affordances. This illegibility should not become an end in itself; on the contrary, it beckons for new maps and genealogies of experimentalism, ones that move more deftly and comparatively across the boundaries of identity, nation, media, and form. This is an urgent project for the new criticism on experimental writing, which aims to recover archives of experimentalism by queer, feminist, postcolonial, and black writers that have been repressed, pushed to the periphery, or forgotten. These experimentalisms force a new reckoning with the category of "the experimental" itself, attending to what it has failed to include. More broadly, these experimentalisms provide a timely and urgent counterpoint to recent debates about the politics of literature. As "Lively Words" attests, experimental writers have never stopped asking about the intimacies of poetics and politics, of words and worlds, of reader relations and social relations. Indeed, one reason that contemporary scholars are again turning to experimental writing is precisely because of its enduring curiosity about and commitment to the politics of aesthetics. It is therefore important to remember the plural form of these two words-politics and aesthetics. As the following essays demonstrate, we are only now beginning to glimpse the plurality of experimental writing's political and aesthetic promises.
NOTES
1 For an overview of these aesthetic ideologies, see Huyssen (1986) . 2 In the past four years, there have also been no less than six special issues devoted to experimental writing's engagement with issues such as race, gender, globalization, form, and empiricism in venues such as The Black Scholar, Contemporary Women's Writing, ariel: A Review of International English Literature, American Book Review, ASAP/Journal, and Boston Review. See Marriot (2017); Mitchell (2015) ; Knepper and Deckard (2016) ; Di Leo and Motte (2016) ; Eburne and Roof (2016); and Heim (2015) . Whereas these collections primarily focus on a specific archive of or concern within experimental writing, "Lively Words" addresses the motivations that underlie this overarching scholarly turn to experimental writing across a range of contexts. 3 In addition to those focused specifically on the politics of experimental writing, there have been important studies that bring new methodologies and conceptual frameworks to the field. See, for example, Gibbons (2012) and Grimstad (2013) . 4 On Stein's "lively words," see DeKoven (1983) , Meyer (2001) , and Smailbegović (this issue). 5 See, for example, Armstrong (2000) , Attridge (2004) , Levinson (2007) , and Levine (2015) , as well as responses to Levine's work by Kramnick and Nersessian (2017) and the contributors to the roundtable in PMLA 132, no. 5 (October 2017). 6 On this issue, see especially the famous debate between Franzen (2002) and Marcus (2005 Miller (1986 Miller ( , 1990 , Meese (1992) , Gray (1992) , Kinnahan (2004), and Mitchell (2015) . 12 For an overview of the concept and its critics, see Dallery (1989) . 13 The touchstone debates are covered in Adorno et al. (2007) . 14 One reason for this movement away from these prevailing oppositions is that contemporary criticism of experimental writing is devoted to widening the categories of experimentalism to account for non-Western, non-European, non-male, and non-white writers. Such writers often find themselves writing less against a homogenously defined "mainstream" aesthetic than against white-dominated European and US avant-gardes, which have positioned them as parasites, mimics, or cannibals of a purer, more original experimentalism. 15 Based on its commitment to the politics of aesthetics, DeKoven situates feminist literary criticism in a broader genealogy that includes the Frankfurt School and Birmingham Cultural Studies. 16 For an overview, see Hutcheon (1989) .
